C++ Developer

Mobileye changes the way we drive, from preventing accidents to semi and full autonomous vehicles. If you are excellent, bright, hands on person with passion to make a difference come to lead the revolution!

What will YOU do?

- SW development in C/C++/.NET in Embedded/Linux/Windows environment.
- Working with interfaces during the various stages of SW development

Desired Background

- 3-5 years of experience in Software Development in all or most of the listed languages.
- Computer Science BSc degree or equivalent practical experience.
- Excellent C/C++ programming skills.
- Clean and scalable SW design and implementation.
- Ability of SW models identifying and debugging in a big project.
- Experience of working in embedded field - strong advantage
- Experience of developing and implementing of communication protocols over serial interface - advantage.
- Experience of working in Linux Environment - advantage.

Preferred Qualification

- Excellent team work capabilities, responsible, initiative and tidy code maintenance

Location Jerusalem

Apply Here